Illustrated Interviews.

No. L.âSIR HOWARD GRUBB, F.R.S., F.R.A.S., ETC., ETC.

BY WILLIAM G. FITZGERALD.

" he had taken up optics as a hobby, and

had actually constructed a small observatory,

with a nine-inch reflecting telescope."

The interesting subject of this interview

was born in Leinster Square, Dublin, in

1844, and is, of course, a Trinity man. His

father gave him the choice of entering the

Royal Engineers or pursuing optical work;

he chose the latter.

Now, I must endeavour to avoid dry, tech-

nical details, wearisome enough at any time,

but peculiarly out of place here. Well, then,

it seems there are two distinct kinds of

telescopesârefractors and reflectors. In the

first of tht-se you look through a convex lens

at a star, while in the latter you don't look

through anything; you merely behold the

reflection of the image in a concave mirror.

In both telescopes the image of the distant ob-

ject is viewed through an eye-piece, or magni-

fying lens. Now,

that's plain

enough so far,

isn't it? Reflec-

tors are far less

costly than re-

fractors. An

object-glass i8in.

in diameter is

perhaps worth

;Â£i,ooo; a mir-

ror of the same

size costs Â£100.

" The first re-

fractors," said

Sir Howard,

" those of the

seventeenth cen-

tury, were very

imperfect."

They were.

No matter what

heavenly body

was regarded

through them,

it appeared

"all 'ighly col-

oured." This

was owing to

the use of a

simple lens,

which permitted

the different

rays that make

up white light to

poverty of Ireland is such,

that superficial observers are

apt to wonder whether any

good thing can really come out

of that distressful country.

However this may be, visitors

to Dublin are at least certain of finding

whole-hearted, joyous hospitality on every

handâand big telescopes on the Rathmines

road. For it is here that Sir Howard Grubb

has his extensive astronomical works, wherein

nearly all the giant telescopes of the Old
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have their own way, thereby inducing

" chromatic aberration" in the telescopeâ

and mental aberration in the infuriated

astronomer.

The only way out of this difficulty was

to make the instrument of enormous focal

length ; which is just like any other length.

But you will see the kind of thing Sir Howard

means from the illustration of Blanchini's

telescope here shown. This instrument was

kept in the open air, being awkward to have

in a house. The Astronomer-Royal is seen

receiving the King,

while his assistants

manipulate the

enormous telescope

â which, by the

way, was between

20oft. and 3ooft.

long. The man on

top of the pole

suggests the bear-pit

at the Zoo, but

doubtless he had his

heart in the work.

Sir Isaac Newton

seems to have given

up all hope of

curing the chro

matic aberration

that afflicted the

refracting telescopes of his day, and he

therefore applied himself to the reflector,

in which instrument the light has no glass

to pass through. In 1758, however,

Dolland solved the crux by inventing the

principle of the present " object-glass "â a

combination of a convex lens of crown glass

and a concave lens of flint glass, the one

assisting and correcting the performance of

the other.

"The great Melbourne reflector," Sir

Howard said,

" may be con-

sidered the first

big telescope I had

to do with; that

was in 1866. The

order really came

through our o\vn

Royal Society, who

were consulted by

the University of

Melbourne when

the construction of

the instrument was

resolved upon."

This telescope is

next shown; it is

still considered a very fine reflector, the

mirror being 4ft. in diameter, and the total

length 35ft. " During its construction,"

remarked my delightful host, " the works

were placed under my own superintendence,

my father being pretty fully occupied at the

AT MKLBIXIRNE KEFLECTOK.
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Bank of Ireland. Moreover, this Melbourne

telescope practically brought our optical

works into being ; for the moment the order

was given, my father bought a piece of ground

at Rathmines and erected temporary work-

shops, machinery, and furnaces, suitable for

casting the 4ft. speculum mirror. The

Melbourne telescope took two years to make,

and cost about .Â£4,600.

" First of all," pursued Sir Howard, " we

bought two tons of fine copper and one

of tin. When this metal was mixed, the

two small furnaces were removed, and a very

large one built, capable of containing a cast-

iron pot weighing one and a half tons and

holding two tons of metal.

" The first actual casting took place on the

3rd July, 1866, but for three weeks previously

the annealing oven had to be kept fired night

and day with a mixture of coke and com-

pressed peat. At last the whole mass of

brickwork, and 12 tons of sand on top, were

well heated, so we lifted the great pot by its

crane and placed it in position on its cast-

iron cushion. The furnace was then loosely

filled with turf, and lit at the top at i p.m.

" Everything went on grandly till evening,

and we thought to put the first charge in the

pot at three o'clock the following morning.

Knowing that next day would be a little

trying, I went to bed early, leaving word that

I was to be called at 3 a.m. At 12.30 a

messenger rushed into the house with the

cheerful news that the works were in flames;

the almost red-hot chimney had set fire to

the roof. I rose quicker than usual, and

was presently playing on the blazing timbers

with a garden-hose. This was no good, so I

just sawed away the beams from around the

shaft, and theii let the roof flare away. I

felt like Nero, rather; only more so, con-

sidering the outlook for our big mirror.

" After this we charged the pot with the

first 2cwt. of metal, which behaved well; but

at ten o'clock the Same morning, trouble

began. The chimney's roar decreased, and

the furnace became dull, as though tired of the

whole business already. No wonder; it was

fairly choked with the ashes of that awful

peat we used. We had to begin stoking.

only it was killing work. You see, we had to

get on top of the furnace and the molten

metal to do it. We all took spells, and when

each man gave up, he dashed out, panting,

into the open air. Then the metal began to

solidify, and things looked desperate. We

expected to be ready to pour at 5 or 6 p.m.,

and had therefore asked a few scientific

friends round to see the operation ; so you

can imagine how we were placed. The heat

had to be got up somehow, so we resolved to

make the chimney higher. There were lots

of bricks about, and in twenty minutes the

shaft had grown 6ft.âno easy job, I can tell

you, with a great flame mounting high into

the air out of it.

" At this point the men grew listless and

exhausted, so my father and I set to work

ourselves, with the best results. We mixed
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Fntm Uu l'i,-lnr, by Sir Huieard Grubb.

there much longer, with

running down, it would

its temperature

be worse than

useless. But why couldn't they get the

thing into the oven ? Well, some metal had

got into interstices and formed solid pins that

kept it in the bed. At last somebody jumped

upon the taut chainâBlondin-likeâand a

second or two later the mirror was in the oven.

" At i a.m. on the 4th July," said Sir

Howard, " I got home, having laboured

continuously in that frightful place for

twenty-four hours."

And this casting was defective ; still,

all concerned knew better next time.

The men were drilled every day for a

fortnight before the second and third

castings, which were conducted in per-

fect silence. A doctor was in attendance,

and he had at least one patient --a man

who apparently tried to get into the

mould before the metal.

I have treated this at some length,

mainly because it was Sir Howard's

troublous Rubicon, beyond which lay

universal fame. In the next curious

photograph we are looking down the

lattice tube of the great Melbourne reflect-

ing telescope into the famous mirror,

whose casting has just been described.

Sir Howard himself took this photograph,

and his reflection is seen in the 4ft.

mirror at the far end.

The highly polished surface of these

mirrors, I need hardly say, needs the utmost

care ; and in this connection Sir Howard

tells a funny story. The famous American

astronomer, Professor Pickering, of Hanard,

was once journeying to Arequipa, or some

other astronomical Eldorado, escorted by a

company of soldiers, who carried his scientific

impedimenta. Having nothing to do one

LOOKING DOWN THE TUBE OK THE MELBOURNE TELESCOPE.

From a PAoto. by Sir Howard (Jrubb.
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day in camp, one of these fellows set to

and pipe-clayed the mirror of the Professor's

big reflector, causing that man of science

horrible agony of mind, to say nothing of

a return journey of hundreds of miles for

another instrument.

The next epoch in the history of Sir

Howard Grubb's establishment is marked by

the introduction of the " New Astronomy,"

which â¢ called for photographic telescopes.

It seems that in 1882 Dr. Gill, the Cape

astronomer, was expecting a distinguished

visitorâthe comet of that yearâwhich he

made arrangements to photograph, using only

an ordinary photographic lens. When he

came to examine his plate, howeverâwhich

is here reproducedâhe found, to his amaze-

ment, that an enormous number of stars had

also impressed themselves on the plate ;

reminding one of the street views of London,

which contain lots of unwelcome idlers who

evidently resolve to be " in the picture."

DR. GILL'S PHOTOGRAPH OF THE 1882 COMET, WHICH LED TO

A REVOLUTION IN BIG TELESCOPES.

From a Photograph.

This very photograph led to the inter-

national survey of the heavens, undertaken

by sixteen of the principal observatories of

the world. Each astronomer had his celestial

farm, or zone, mapped out for him in degrees;

and he was to ignore all heavenly " stock "

below a certain magnitude. Notes were to

be ultimately compared, charts drawn, and

catalogues printed, as though for a sale at

Christie's.

An astronomical photographic congress

met in Paris in 1887, and its members

resolved to have special instruments made.

Sir Howard then put in hand seven photo-

graphic telescopes, respectively for Cork,

Greenwich, Oxford, Cape Town, Mexico,

Sydney, and Melbourne. These were of

uniform size--double-barrelled arrangements,

carrying a I3in. photographic and a loin,

visual telescope. The testing of the seven

object-glasses used up thousands of plates at

Rathmines, and the work was carried on inces-

santly night and day for eighteen months.

I can't go into the effect of this photo-

graphic arrangement ; it simply revolutionized

astronomy. Of new minor planets, you are

told proudly, thirty-three were discovered in

1893 ; and several lost planetsâpoor things !

âwere re-discovered by our celestial police,

and conducted safely into the observatories

âor, at any rate, records of them. But let

me illustrate this pretty game of hide and

seek. Minor planet Sappho, who had main-

tained a decent posi-

tion in heavenly

society for years, sud-

denly disappeared.

Her description was

known to the proper

authorities, and the

Press took up the

case. At last Dr.

Isaac Roberts, F.R.S.,
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The previous illustration shows in the

rough an enormous block of crown glass

weighing more than a quarter of a ton, as

taken from the furnace in December, 1887.

It was a proud day for M. Mantois, for in

this very block were the makings of the

superb object-glass of the Yerkes telescope of

Chicagoâpositively the largest in the whole

world; however, more of this instrument

hereafter. Bits of the crucible are seen

clinging to the block in the picture.

Now, you mustn't run away with the idea

that all M. Mantois has to do is to cut a

chunk from this enormous block, polish it

GLASS DISC SHIVERED TO ATOMS IN THE OVEN DVR1NC;

THE LAST MOULDING.

roughly, and then send it along to Sir Howard

Grubb. Nothing of the kind. There are no

end of cuttings, bakings, and mouldings to

be gone through ; and as every one of these

processes is more dangerous than its pre-

decessorâby reason of the increasing value

of the discâyou may well imagine that the

business is a trifle wearing. Fortunately

giant telescopes aren't made every day.

Next is given a reproduction from a

photograph showing an almost perfect disc

of crown glass shivered to fragments in the

oven during the very

last moulding. Could

anything be more

maddening ? " The

makers of ordinary

glass," remarked Sir

Howard, "are â or

used to beâcon-

stantly writing to me

to know why they

couldn't supply me

with big discs. I

told them I didn't

know; at any rate,

they can't make

optical glass."

The next illustra-

tion depicts the great

4oin. crown lens of

A, \r 1 i. I THE 40IN. DISC KOR T

the Yerkes telescope (LARGEST IN

immediately after the last moulding. This,

in brief, is the history of the preparation of

the rough object-glass. Only bear in mind

that there are countless other processes at

Sir Howard's works ; and after a disc has

been polished and " figured" for three years,

it may be ruined in five minutes. No wonder

a celebrated English astronomer declared he

regarded a perfect object-glass as a beautiful

work of artâjust as an artist would look upon

a Corot or a Velasquez. The principal

building at the Dublin establishment was

erected in 1874, in order to accommodate

the 27in. Vienna refractor. It is a square of

about 7oft., and springing from this is a

twelve-sided hall, 42ft. in diameter, itself

resembling the interior of an observatory.

"Now, Sir Howard," said I, "supposing

some friend of science offers to present a big
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I.ISHING AN OBJECT-GLASS.

i a Phola. t>t Sir Howard GruNi.

"What do you

arrives ? "

"First of all

put a rough

polish on it, and

then carefully

examine it for

defects. If the

disc is no good,

we send it back ;

but if it is as

perfect as it is

possible to get it,

we find out what

curves shall be

given it during

the 'figuring'

processes. The

glass then goes

into the grinding-

room, sand and

water being first

used to get down

gross irregulari-

ties on the sur-

face. Then comes

do the moment the glass all

emery, from the coarsest to the

finest, this being the labour of many

months. Lastly, the finest jewellers'

rouge is used for polishing."

One of the greatest difficulties in

polishing an object-glass is to rest it

on a perfectly even surface. The

lens has been floated in mercury;

but Sir Howard's present plan is to

place the glass upon a number of

automatically adjusting points coated

with Archangel pitch.

The polisher is seen at work in

the next picture. He has just laid

on a coating of rouge, and is guiding

the peculiar machine which rubs over

the face of the disc with a motion

closely resembling that of a human

operator. This is one of the final

processes of polishing, and is called

"local touching." To merely put a

good polish on a compjete object-

glass would take no longer than three

days for each surface, or twelve days

in all. This polish, however, might

be worse than useless, the great art

being to get the " figure,:> or uni-

formity of curve, absolutely perfect.

The next photograph represents Sir

Howard himself using the sphero-

meter, which is a three legged arrange-

ment with a screw in the middle. The

central screw can be so turned that

four points rest evenly on the glass.

Then, if you place your warm hand on

SIR HOWARD GRl'BB TESTING AN OBJECT-CLASS.

From a Phola. by Sir Howard OrM.
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the surface for a moment, the sphero-

meter will spin round like a top.

This is because you have raised

"bumps" on the glass, and the

amazingly sensitive instrument has

been upset, gyrating slowly by way of

protest. At the moment this photo.

was taken, there were seven discs in

this workshop, their actual value

being ,Â£7,250.

Many other tests are resorted to,

but they are of a highly scientific

kind; the most interesting, by the

way, is the "artificial star" test of the

object-glass, the " star" being an

electric glow-lamp fixed many yards

away.

An excellent notion is given by the

next reproduction of the enormous

dimensions of these telescopes. The

men are seen putting together the

main sections of the tubes for the

new Greenwich 26in. instrument.

When finished, big telescopes are

sent in sections to their destination,

and put together under the astro-

nomer's own supervision.

" I sent a large instrument to one

of the Colonies some time ago,"

remarked Sir Howard, " and an in-

experienced assistant was sent up

to put it together. When he found

two parts that wouldn't fit together

one way, he didn't waste time in trying

them another. Not he. He just sent them them. The result was that the telescope was

down to the nearest railway shop and had a bit wrongly mounted, and, therefore, didn't

turned off here, and a little shaved off there, answer expectations ; the error was not, how-

until the parts were made to fit as he wished ever, detected for some years."

On the occasion of my

own visit to Sir Howard's

establishment, the z6in.

Greenwich photographic

Equatorial telescope was in

hand ; and the next illustra-

tion shows the process of

lifting on the great cross-

headâquite an engineering

feat. By the way, talking

of the dispatch of finished

telescopes, the packing of

an object-glass is something

of an undertaking. It is

first of all stripped of its

cell, or frame, and then

stitched in between cushions

of felt, stuffed with wadding.

Next it is placed in a box

with a liberal supply of soft

PUTTING TOGETHER THE TUBES OK THE GREENWICH 26|N. TKLKSCOI'E. â¢ I II J ' J iU

.a eto*. bVs<r u^.,i orM, material all round, and then

LIFTING ON THE GREAT CROSS-HEAD OF THE GREENWICH

afilN. TELESCOPE.

From a Photo, by Sir Hotrard Grvbb.
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INSERTING THE " SPIOKK - LINES."

from a Pkolo. 6Â» Sir Hoirai-d Urukk.

this box is in turn packed in a big case, Sin.

larger every way, the intervening space being

dexterously filled with sofa springs. In the

case of the Greenwich 28in. lens, it took

six stalwart sailors to take it on board the

steamer.

In fact, it would take whole volumes to

describe the infinite care bestowed

upon every part of these wondrous

instruments. The teeth of the great

sector, or toothed arc, are cut under

a microscope. Into the sector the

screw works which drives the whole

instrument round to follow the

apparent motion of the stars.

This photo, shows Sir Howard's

son inserting the " spider-lines " into

the micrometer, or eye-piece, of a

giant telescope. He has just drawn

out a single web from the nest and is

holding it up, with a piece of wax at

the lower end to keep it stretched,

preparatory to laying it into its place

in the micrometer. The "wires," as

they are called, are placed transversely

at the eye-end of the telescope in

order to locate the heavenly body

under observation. So fine are these

"spider-lines" that 10,000 placed

side by side, without touching, would

not cover the space of lin. Sep-

tember is the best month for

obtaining these nests.

" On some occasions," remarked

Sir Howard, "we have procured very

fine threads from the nests of Mauri-

tius spiders, these being much tougher

Vol. xii.^48.

than the ordinary webs found in this

country. And it often happens," he went

on, " that when a telescope has been left

unused for a length of time, a spider gets

into the tube and finds its way to the

threads stretched across the sliding-bars of

the micrometer. The insect invariably

cuts away these threadsâwhich have cost

poor, bungling man an immense deal of

trouble to place thereâand substitutes an

elegant, but vexing, design of its own."

The "South" Equatorial at the Dun-

sink Observatory, near Dublin, is a tele-

scope with a history. To be exact, the

object-glass only should claim this distinc-

tion; the instrument is shown here. In

1835 a Mr. Cooper, of Markree Castle, in

Sligo, heard that a izin. object-glass had

been made by Cauchoix, of Paris; and as

this was at that time something of an optical

ram avis, he resolved to possess it. On

his way to Paris, Cooper called upon Sir

James South in London, he being the greatest

authority of his day on matters telescopic.

Sir James gave his visitor sundry hints as to

testing, and away went Mr. Cooper.

Finding the whole instrument satisfactory,

he arranged with Cauchoix for its purchase, a
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return home. On the homeward journey-

Cooper again called on Sir James South, in

whose mind his high eulogies roused envious

thoughts. Off to Paris darted Sir James,

the moment Cooper left for Ireland; and

the eager knight carried the purchase-money

in his pocket. Sir James saw and was

conquered. He knocked up Cauchoix at

an unearthly hour of the morning, paid the

^1,200, unscrewed the object-glass, and then

hurried back with his prize towards London.

Later the same morning the transaction came

to the ears of M.

Arago, the Im-

perial astronomer,

who rushed to the

Minister of the

Interior with a

pitiful tale. It

would be a stand-

ing disgrace to

France, said he,

if that beautiful

object - glass left

the country.

Travelling was

slow in those days,

and the Home

Secretary was

touched. He at

once set the tele-

graph to work to

stop Sir James,

but the old sema-

phore system

failed to do what

was required of

it, and the fugitive

got safely away.

Cooper was

furious, of course,

but calmed down

when Cauchoix

promised to make

him a bigger disc;

which somehow suggests the nursery.

Sir James South had the glass mounted at

his observatory at Kensington, but he soon

complained that it had been badly mounted

by those intrusted with the work ; at least, it

didn't satisfy him, so he fell out with every-

body concerned. Eventually his wrath was

directed towards the instrument itself, which

he actually demolished with a big hammer,

saving only the object-glass. Here is a fac-

simile of Sir James's own satirical placard,

advertising the sale of the various parts

of the telescope. About the year 1865

Sir James offered to present the object-

OBSERVATORY,

MUl, Kensington.

To Shy-cock Toy Makers-Smoke Jack Makers-

Mock Coin Makers-Dealers In Old Metals-

follcclors of-and Dealers In Artlflclal Curlosltles-

and to such Fellows of

THE BOWL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY,

as at the Meeting of that most learned and equally

upright Rody, on the 13th of May last, were en-
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Prom a Hwto. Ill/ ilarrifon. Birr.

This mighty instrument was built by

William Parsons, third Earl of Rosse ; the

6ft. mirror weighs 3^ tons. " It was cast,"

writes Dr. Boeddicker (who is shown on the

telescope), "under infinite difficulties at the

forge at Birr Castle; and, of course, it lies at

the bottom of the great tube. This mirror

reflects the light rays of any celestial object

towards the middle of the tube. Here a

second small plain reflector catches them

and throws them off at right angles to the

side; where the eye-piece is placed. Thus,

the different galleries become necessary, as

the observer has to stand always at the mouth

of the tube. The latter is 51 ft. long; its

diameter is 6ft. at the ends, and yft. 6in. in

the middle, so one can walk through it with

an open umbrella.

"The telescope is supported in a very

ingenious manner between two walls of solid

masonry, 50^. to 6oft. high, and 8ft. to I3ft.

thick ; and it forms a striking feature of the

beautiful park. The little house below,

between the walls, contains a driving clock,

added by the present Earl." The original

cost of this instrument was about ^12,000,

but many improvements have since been

effected.

Sir Howard Grubb tells many interesting

stories. Here is one. An astronomer of

European reputation was on one occasion so

intent upon his observations, that he was

quite oblivious of the fact that the mighty

telescope was imperceptibly gliding round

. by clockwork. The result was that at length

his eye was nearly

gouged out be-

tween the end of

the instrument

and the observa-

tory wall ; and

had not his cries

brought assist-

ance, he must have

been killed.

Yet another

story of an ardent

observer. He was

a wealthy private

man, who had

established an ob-

servatory at his

own splendid resi-

d e nee. He

yearned to do

something for

astronomy, so you

can imagine his

excitement when,

looking through his refractor one day, he

beheld â a new planet ! Feeling sure of

a place in history a niche or two above

Columbus, who discovered a comparatively

mean New World, our amateur lay low for a

night or two taking notes and measurements.

Then he invited a lot of big astronomical

people down to his place to behold his epoch-
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THE LJCK TELESCOPE AT MOUNT HAMILTON OBSEI

From a I'liotograith.

tory with San Jose1, the nearest railway station.

Of course, there was a mighty fuss pre-

liminary to the whole undertaking. In 1875

it was suggested that Mr. S. VV. Burnham,

the well-known double star observer, should

be asked to visit the place chosen, and report

upon things. This he did in 1879, taking

with him a 6in. telescope. He remained

several months there, in camp, and then sent

in an enthusiastic report. He had spent

"forty-two first-class nights," and "only

seven of medium quality " (who doesn't know

those nights?). Mr. Burnham also said he

had made a large number of measures of

known double stars, and discovered forty-two

new pairs ; which smacks somewhat of the

sartorial artist. A dreadful lot of hard work

was involved in the preparing of the founda-

tions. In some places the peak had to be

lowered 32ft. ; and altogether more than

72,000 tons of rock had to be cleared away.

And such rock ! Prof. A. Wendell Jackson,

of California University, plaintively described

it as " of a character between grey wacke and

arcose" : from which it is obvious that the

rock was of a peculiarly

truculent sort. A brick

factory was rigged up on

top, and 2,600,000 bricks

were turned out. Telephone

lines were also laid. By

November, 1882, an 85,000-

gallon reservoir was estab-

lished on Mount Kepler,

2>393ft- distant ; you see,

the whole district was dis-

tinctly astronomical. The

main observatory building,

4,2ooft. above sea-level, is

one story high, and connects

the two chief domes. Of

these the one at the south

end is 75ft. 4in. in diameter,

and contains the gigantic

36in. refracting telescope,

just depicted. The hall

connecting the two domes

is 191 ft. long; and the

construction is of the

strongest, for the wind

sometimes careers along up

here at seventy or eighty

miles an hour. The sliding

slit in the dome through

which the telescope looks

is gft. 6J^in. wide. The

tube is 57ft. long, and the

whole instrument weighs

40 tons. The object-glass

alone, with its cell, weighs 532!!). The

driving - clock weighs one ton, and the

revolving dome 70 tons.

The Lick telescope didn't hold its record

long, for Mr. Charles T. Yerkes. of Chicago,

up and said to the University : " Here's a

million dollars; if you want more you

ILLUSTRATED INTERVIEWS.

THE VERKES TELESCOPE (LARGEST IN THE WORLD) SET

CHICAGO EXHIBITION.

.Prom a

for the Lick instrument by Sir Howard

Grubb. The lifting floor does away

with the scaffold-like observing "chair";

and when thy telescope is pointed, the astro-

nomer simply presses an

electric button and the

whole floor glides up until

the eye-piece is nice and

handy. The value of this

will be evident from the

fact that when the Lick

telescope is horizontal, the

eye - piece is nearly 3oft.

above the ordinary level of

the observatory floor.

Here is Sir Howard

Grubh's design for the

telescope of the future ;

/'/ is to be a floating tele-

scope ! â a reflector, and

one which shall dwarf all

others. As at present

constructed there must be a

limit to the size of monster

telescopes, for though the

weights increase enormously

with increase of size, the

accuracy and delicacy of

movement of the largest tele-

scopes must be even greater

than with the smallest. Sir

Howard has thoroughly work-

ed out the details of his

scheme. The instrument

would take from three to five

years to construct, and would

cost about ^Â£33,000. The

length of the tube would be

Soft., and it is to pass through

a ball 25ft. in diameter, which

floats in a gigantic tank or

reservoir. The proposed mir-

ror is r^ft. thick and, if a

i oft. one, would weigh from

six to seven tons.

" There is no need," re-

marked Sir Howard, " to

dilate upon the incalculable

benefit such an instrument

would be to astronomy and

to science generally. If the

idea were brought forward in

America, it would be taken

up by some wealthy patron

of science." Here we have

a loo-ton telescope carried

UP IN THE on an equatorial axis, with-

out exerting a single ton of

its weight. Perhaps one of

our own millionaires will come forward with

the .Â£33,000, since immortalization is offered

at this price, to say nothing of his name

being writ large on the stars of heaven.

SIR HOWARD GRUI1BS MODEL OF THE GIANT TELESCOPE OF THK FUTUREâ

FLOATING IN WATER.

